
Emmaus Behavior Covenant 

Emmaus is a journey of discovery for Candidates and Teen Team Members alike. That 
journey is best realized when everyone participating in the retreat weekend makes the 
effort to disconnect from the outside world, be intentional in mind, word and action and 
align their behavior in service of the Candidates. Team Teens are especially called to be 
conduits for the message of the Holy Spirit to the Candidates. This journey can be hindered 
when Team Members are distracted or lose personal discipline, placing their own desires 
ahead of others and ceasing to serve. 

This Covenant is commitment of relationships, an agreement made in good faith with 
best intentions and deep resolve, to behave in a way that creates the best journey possible 
for Candidates and for all the Team. The Adult Leadership of Emmaus, particularly the Day 
and Night Angels and Team Leaders, will do everything they can to assist in honoring this 
Covenant. 

  
As an important part of this Covenant, listed below are behaviors which are deemed 

serious grounds for discipline and which could rise to the level of dismissal from the retreat 
at any time, including during overnight hours:  

  
1) Malicious damage of All Saints School property 
2) Creating dangerous physical conditions involving one’s self or others 
3) Engaging in actions deemed a threat to the personal safety of anyone. 
4) Possession or use of alcohol, tobacco, vaping products, drugs (not including over-the-

counter or doctor prescribed), other dangerous substances or devices. 
5) Sexual activity, behavior or contact with anyone in an inappropriate manner. 
6) Unauthorized leaving of one’s assigned sleeping space. 
7) Violation of the retreat NO PHONE policy  
8) Failure to respect or obey instructions of Team Leadership as well as Day and Night 

Angels, including the enforcement of bedtime for all and the quiet conditions that 
allow sleep. 

I agree, and my Parents acknowledge, that the above behaviors may be grounds for 
my dismissal from the Emmaus Weekend Retreat.   

I agree to the terms of this Emmaus Behavior Covenant and I understand that my 
parents will be called to pick me up if the Adult in charge determines that my dismissal is 
required: 

_________________________   __________________________ _________________ 
Teen Name    Teen Signature    Date 

       I understand that I will be called to pick up my Teen if the Adult in charge 
determines that my Teen’s dismissal is required: 

________________________       _________________________ ___________________ 
Parent Name    Parent Signature  Phone number (evening)


